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Abstract. Practitioners adopt software metrics programs to support their software development from the perspective of either overall quality, performance,
or both. Current literature details and justifies the role of a metrics program in a
software organization’s software development, but empirical evidence to
demonstrate its actual use and concomitant benefits remains scarce. In the context of an EU H2020 Project, we conducted a multiple case study to investigate
how two software-intensive Agile companies utilized a metrics program in their
software development. We invited practitioners from the two case companies to
report on the actual use of the metrics program, the underlying rationale, and
any benefits they may have witnessed. We also collected and analyzed metrics
data from multiple use cases to explain the reported use of the metrics. The
analysis revealed improvements like better code review practices and formalization of quality requirements management, either as a direct consequence or as a
byproduct of the use of the metrics. The contrasting contexts like company size,
project characteristics, and general perspective towards metrics programs could
explain why one company viewed the metrics as a trigger for their reported improvements, while the other company saw metrics as the main driver for their
improvements. Empirical evidence from our study should help practitioners
adopt a more favorable view towards metrics programs, who were otherwise reluctant due to lack of evidence of their utility and benefits in industrial context.
Keywords: Metrics program, process metrics, decision-making.
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Introduction

With modern software development methods like Agile, the emphasis is on short
feedback cycles and quick decision-making, where it is imperative that facts and not
mere impressions drive actions [1]. Software practitioners are interested in both min-
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ing data for insights and using those insights for decision-making [2, 3], thereby facilitating successful software systems development [4]. Software metrics programs
(MPs) can empower practitioners to accomplish the above objectives [5, 6]. Metrics
can help generate actionable information to help fulfill an MP’s purpose of facilitating
decision-making [7, 8]. MPs also enable objective evaluation of software development processes, contributing to continuous improvement and learning in industrial
software development context [9]. Current literature reports on successful adoption of
MPs [10–13] and characteristics that make metrics actionable [14–16] in Agile software development (ASD). However, empirical investigation into actual MP use for
software development in industrial context, and the resulting benefits, remains scarce.
In their literature review, Kupiainen et al. [7] highlighted the lack of empirical evidence demonstrating the use and rationale of MPs in ASD in large industrial context.
Some studies provide empirical evidence of success factors for adopting an MP [11–
13]. However, the limited study scope prevents discussion of successful MP adoption
translating into successful use, especially in ASD. Similarly, studies like [16] and [17]
provide evidence of MPs influencing actions in organizations using ASD, but do not
detail the motivation of such a use and consequent benefits, if any. Studies like [11–
13, 16] and [17] provide a curtailed view of MPs in practice, falling short of discussing MP’s use in industrial context and how practitioners benefit from them. We argue
that providing such details, supported by clear empirical evidence, can act as a strong
motivator for practitioners to adopt a favorable view towards MPs. Moreover, such
studies can also provide insights that interested practitioners can follow to replicate
successful adoption and use of MPs.
We undertook our research in the context of an EU H2020 Project called Q-Rapids
(Project), where the goal was to develop an agile-based, data-driven, and qualityaware rapid software development framework [18]. The Project comprised four software-intensive companies as industrial partners, and we focused our research efforts
on the two case companies (CCs) that had progressed to use the Project Solution in
their daily work, of which the MP is an integral component. We build upon the findings from our previous studies, where we presented software metrics definition [19]
and their successful operationalization [20] at these CCs. The practitioners reported
positive outcomes from the use of the MP for software development. These developments motivate the following research question:
RQ: How do software-intensive companies using Agile software development utilize software metrics in their software development?
On the back of our collaborations with the CCs, we claim following research contributions. These contributions are enriched by the rationale and validation provided
by the CC practitioners invited to contribute to this study.
1.
2.

Empirical account of MP use at two contextually different software-intensive
companies using ASD.
Empirical evidence of MP use for software development and decision-making in
software-intensive companies using ASD.
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In the remainder of the paper, we discuss background and related work in Section
2, describe the research method in Section 3, and our study’s findings in Section 4.
We discuss the results in Section 5, threats to our research’s validity in Section 6, and
conclusion and future research directions in Section 7.
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Background and Related Work

We first provide a brief background on the Project to aid in comprehension of the
study, as we reference different elements and features from the Project throughout the
paper. Next, we present the state of the art relevant to our study. Literature documenting use of data to inform an organization’s software development process would be
relevant for our study. However, since our primary focus is on MPs, we discuss only
those literature that center on MPs.
2.1

Q-Rapids Project

The goal of the Project is to develop an agile-based, data-driven, quality-aware rapid
software development framework [18]. The objective of this framework (Solution) is
to help practitioners make data-driven decisions in rapid cycles. The Solution comprises tools and methods for quality requirements elicitation and management. It also
includes a dashboard to monitor indicators concerning product quality, process performance, among others [21].
Our collaboration on the Project centers on definition and operationalization of
process metrics. Process metrics measure software development processes. Different
process metrics are aggregated into process factors, which are further aggregated into
strategic indicators (SIs), collectively constituting the MP. Developers are likely to
prefer the lowest level of process metrics, which gives them access to process measurements at ground level. Process factors allow stakeholders like Product Owners
(POs) and Project Managers (PMs) to get a refined view of the development process
at project and team level. SIs are suitable for upper management, interested in highlevel representation of the software development process at their organization.
We focus on the process performance SI and the process metrics constituting it.
The process performance SI measures the performance of an organization’s software
development process. Among the Solution features, the ‘quality alert’ feature [22]
carries significance in this study, as we discuss in Section 4.1. Here, once a metric
crosses a user-defined threshold, indicating violation of quality goals defined by the
use-case Quality Engineers, this feature triggers a quality alert. The alert includes a
recommendation, in the form of an abstract quality issue (e.g. quality requirement), to
resolve the said violation.
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Related Work

Staron and Meding [13] recommend success factors for MP implementation based on
their study of a five-year old MP at Ericsson AB, where they also report that designers and quality managers believe that the MP provides benefits to the management
process. Studies by Hall and Fenton [11] and Iversen and Mathiassen [12] focus on
success factors for implementing MPs. Similarly, case studies included in the literature review on measurement programs [23] discuss mainly the experience of implementing an MP, and how use of MP facilitated an organization’s transition to ASD. In
our previous study [20], we focus on presenting the factors for successful operationalization of a metrics program, and a special emphasis is laid on metrics trustworthiness. One common objective missing from these studies is the discussion of actual
MP use in an industrial context. Our research addresses this gap by providing empirical evidence demonstrating how practitioners use MPs towards software development, especially in their decision-making.
In their literature review, Kupiainen et al. [7] call for more empirical studies to explore the rationale and use of MPs, especially in large industrial context. Although
most existing studies present initial emerging results of using an MP, lacking empirical evaluation in industrial context, there are few exceptions. A study by Dubinsky et
al. [24] report on the use of an MP at an extreme programming (XP) development
team of the Israeli Air Force. The authors conclude that use of metrics could lead to
more accurate and professional decision-making. Díaz-Ley et al. [25] studied a measurement program (synonymous with metrics programs) targeted towards small-andmedium-size enterprises (SMEs), and found that use of metrics can help practitioners
define measurement goals that are well aligned with their organization’s maturity.
Port and Taber [16] provide empirical evidence of MP use and their actionability in a
large industrial context. With the help of metrics and analytics programs, the authors
illustrate the supporting role an MP played in strategic maintenance of a critical system at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Similarly, Vacanti and Vallet [17] conducted a case study at Siemens Health Services (SHS), and presented results of an
MP’s actionability, helping SHS increase productivity and improve process performance. These studies highlight MP use and its potential for influencing actions in
software development in industrial context, but empirical evidence for the same is
limited to only one case company. Furthermore, the rationale that underlie the reported use of the metrics and their alleged benefits lack explicit validation by the practitioners involved. Our research targets the common objective of providing empirical
evidence of MP use in large industrial context. However, our research also includes
multiple CCs and use cases (UCs) to argue the said objective. Furthermore, we support our claims by inviting the involved practitioners to validate them and to provide
additional insights, especially the rationale that drive their MP utilization.
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Research Method

Following the guidelines recommended by Runeson and Höst [26], we conducted a
multiple case study to answer the RQ. In addition, we invited practitioners from each
CC to validate our findings and provide supporting rationales.
3.1

Research Context

In order to understand better the MP use and the underlying rationale, we describe
both the software development context and the Solution context at the two CCs.
Software development context. The following table characterizes the two CCs’
software development context:
Table 1. Case Company Characteristics
Parameters
ID
Size
Domain
Development method
Use case(s)
Length of Solution use
Use case team size

Case Company 1

Case Company 2

CC1
Large
Commercial services and
solutions
Customized Agile
Software modeling tool
~ 2.5 years
9

CC2
SME
Multi-industry
ScrumBan & ScrumBut
Warehouse Mgmt. System
~ 2 years
15

Case Company 1 (CC1) is a large-size company (>900 employees), with the goal of
using the MP to improve the quality of its ASD process through early detection of
anomalies in their development. CC1 uses various software development methods that
adhere to Agile principles. Among other solutions, CC1 develops modeling tool for
model-driven development. Part of a 25-year-old product line, the company has multiple releases of this tool in the market. CC1 has used the Solution in the course of
development of the past four releases of the tool. In our study, we utilize data from
three product releases (UC1.1 – UC1.3) that were developed during the course of the
Project.
Case Company 2 (CC2) is an SME type consulting company (around 100 employees), developing solutions for multiple industrial and application domains (e.g. administration, utilities, e-Health, etc.). The company has its own process for acquiring
functional and quality requirements, and the initial mockups and user stories collected
during this process forms the basis for their development process. Due to these exceptions, the company reports its development method as ScrumBut. Similarly,
ScrumBan refers to the company’s iterative software development, and its use of
Kanban board to monitor backlogs. Currently, the company is in the process of going
agile on a large-scale, and uses the abovementioned customized Agile approach for
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project management. The company aims to use the MP to allow its developers to anticipate design issues, security issues, and platform limitations. After piloting the
Solution on mostly finished projects, the company used it in a project to develop an
enterprise class integrated software system for managing warehouses. We focus on
this project (UC2.1) for our study.
Solution Context. On the back of their experience of using generic metrics (e.g. SonarQube1 code quality metrics), CC1 were convinced that an MP could be useful only
if it was adapted to their specific context, with respect to their processes and the data
available. The MP allowed CC1 practitioners to capitalize and analyze the historical
data, and identify problems and obstacles to their processes. This is evident in their
choice of process metrics, available in Appendix2. CC1 found that involvement of MP
target users played a significant role in their successful operationalization of the MP.
Their involvement and feedback helped CC1 get the results that they deemed reliable.
This was accomplished only after adapting the MP to their context, leading to growth
in target users’ confidence in the MP. As a result, the CC1 UC development team
utilizes the metrics in their regular meetings to discuss new releases, and plan steps
for the next product releases.
Informed by their positive and formative experience from the pilot UC, CC2 continued to use the Solution in their next UC, albeit with customizations that are exclusive to this company. Influenced by their use of SonarQube code quality metrics, CC2
had reservations about the MP’s potential to induce process improvements. They
viewed it as a tool that can help monitor the process, and can be of value if and only if
it were tailored to CC2’s projects. This perspective largely dictated their choice of
metrics. For CC2, MP operationalization was a success because of three major factors, (i) some process metrics provided additional value (unavailable elsewhere) in
understanding the development process, (ii) the MP was first tested and introduced
gradually to complement existing processes, and (iii) the MP facilitated and enhanced
CC2’s culture of transparency. With respect to the second factor, CC2 evaluated the
MP’s usefulness by conducting a retrospective session. The objectives were to explore the relevant process metrics used in the first six months of UC2.1, get feedback
on the reasons of the impacts of the process metrics, and document the results of these
impacts in a template. Consequently, CC2 arrived at a list of process metrics considered most valuable by its practitioners. These metrics were related to estimation efforts, bug density, issues velocity, and bug correction performance. In terms of transparency, the MP helped anchor PO’s opinions and decisions in actual data, which the
developers could verify and validate by using the Solution dashboard.

1https://docs.sonarqube.org/latest/user-guide/metric-definitions/
2 https://zenodo.org/record/3953067#.X2DSo3kzZaQ
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Data Collection

The CCs had been sharing process metrics data with the Project researchers on a
monthly basis, along with a short report on their use of the Solution. In the course of
several follow-up interactions with the CCs, we also learned that they had been utilizing MP to undertake process improvements. The following table provides context for
the data we collected for this study:
Table 2. Data collection context
Parameters
Data period
Use Case
Type of data
Focus

CC1
CC2
Oct. 2018 – Sep. 2019
Nov. 2018 – Aug. 2019
UC1.1 – UC1.3
UC2.1
Process metrics
Process performance (SI)

Our decision to focus on process metrics data was based on the objective of evaluating the use of MP, as reported by the CCs, and because we were responsible for implementing only process metrics. Both CCs reported an overall improvement in the
process performance SI, which is automatically computed and collected on a daily
basis. For example, the process performance SI in CC1 is the average of the three
process factors of tasks’ velocity, testing performance, and testing performance.
These individual process factors are, in turn, the average of the process metrics that
constitute them. The same logic applies for SI computation for CC2. These data provide the evidence necessary to support the reported MP use by the two CCs. In addition, the data also provide a quantitative underpinning to the rationale provided by the
CC practitioners invited to contribute to this study.
3.3

Data Analysis

The following table presents the analysis approach we adopted for this study. The
focus is on analyzing the process performance SI data in order to explain CCs’ metrics utilization in their software development, especially towards decisions for process
improvements. SI data are the only quantitative evidence available to draw any legitimate conclusion towards the reported use of the Solution, and to anchor the subsequent discussion by the invited practitioners.
Table 3. Data Analysis approach
Parameters
Analysis

CC1
Kruskal-Wallis Test, and
Pairwise Mann-Whitney U
Test

CC2
Trend analysis
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In CC1, the extent of MP use across the three UCs evolved, as the practitioners customized and refined the process metrics to reflect their way of working. The SI data
does not follow normal distribution, so we use Kruskal-Wallis Test, also known as
one-way ANOVA by rank. It is a non-parametric test that can help us assess whether
the difference in the process performance SI measured across the three UCs is statistically significant. In the event that it is, we use Pairwise Mann-Whitney U-Test as a
post-hoc analysis to determine the specific UC that is statistically significant from
others. We did not use Kruskal-Wallis Test in case of CC2, because the data comes
from just one UC. Instead, we perform trend analysis on the UC2.1 SI data. Post analysis, we invited practitioners from each CC to review our findings, and provide rationale to support our claims and their reported MP use.

4

Findings

We first present the empirical evidence of the MP use for software development at
each CC, based on the reported use of metrics for specific interventions and improvements. Here, the invited practitioners provide the necessary background, the
actual use of the metrics for the above-stated purpose, and the rationale for such use,
especially with respect to their decision-making. Next, we analyze the process metrics
data to strengthen the above claims, providing a quantitative background to the reported use and the reported benefits, if any.
4.1

CC1

The MP helped CC1 identify the blocking points that could cause potential delays in
their release. For example, CC1 used the ‘non-blocking files’ metric to identify problems blocking their development tasks, critical for development features for their
upcoming release, and prioritized the said development activities. In addition to bottleneck identification, the MP also facilitated process improvements, apparent from
the results of using the ‘critical issues ratio’ process metric. Here, however, the metric’s influence was supplemented by the ‘quality alert’ feature. The above metric
triggered an alert, which recommended a quality requirement. The PM accepted the
said quality requirement, and proposed it as a development task to address the problem both the metric and the alert indicated. This formalized quality requirements
management is an improvement over CC1’s past ad-hoc resource mobilization to
address quality-related issues. Based on the above two instances of MP use, CC1
managed to improve their development process by improving their product quality,
and optimized their effort to manage that quality.
Overall, and reflecting the improvements described above, CC1 reported an improvement of 10% - 20% in their process performance SI since they started using the
Solution, which includes the MP. UC1.1 data available is from the period when its
release was due by around two months. For consistency, we used UC1.2 and UC1.3
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data from similar periods. We also excluded data from the process factor ‘tasks velocity’ due to reliability issues. The process metrics, and their interrelationships with
process factors and the SI specific to CC1, is available in Appendix. The following
table gives a snapshot of the data we used to support the reported MP use and improvements:
Table 4. CC1 data context
Use Case

Data

Period

Process performance SI

Two months
before the release date

UC1.1
UC1.2
UC1.3

Total Data
points

Solution Use
Low

186

Medium
Medium

The extent of Solution Use was determined by the Solution’s maturity and availability
of its different features. This also includes the perceived reliability of the MP data.
CC1 Champion confirmed the above labelling of the extent of Solution Use. The following table provides descriptive statistics of the process performance SI from the
three UC datasets, followed by their boxplot visualization in Fig. 1. Each UC dataset
comprises the SI data computed and collected on a daily basis, and is from a period of
two months prior to the release date.
Table 5. Descriptive statistics of CC1 dataset
N

Mean

UC1.1
UC1.2

61
63

0.829
0.854

UC1.3

62

0.907

P r o c e s s P e r f o r m a n c e S I Va l u e s

Solution Use

Standard
deviation
0.0429
0.0258
0.0291

0.90

0.85

0.80

0.75

LOW

MEDIUM
Use Case

Fig. 1. Box-plot for the CC1 process performance SI

MEDIUM

Median
0.845
0.855
0.920
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In the above box-plot, the Y-axis represents the SI values. The X-axis corresponds to
the extent of Solution Use for the three respective UCs. The chart demonstrates that
the median SI across the three UCs increased as the use of the Solution increased at
CC1. Despite the extent of Solution Use for both UC1.2 and UC1.3 being the same
(Medium), the chart suggests performance difference between the two UC samples.
We analyzed the SI data using Kruskal-Wallis Test with the null hypothesis (H0): the
samples come from the same population, and alternative hypothesis (Ha): the samples
do not come from the same population. The results from the test are as follows:
Table 6. Kruskal-Wallis Test
Kruskal-Wallis Test for CC1 Process performance SI
K (observed chi-square value)
85.27
K (critical chi-square value)
5.99
df
2
p value
<0.0001
alpha
0.05
epsilon squared (effect size measure)
0.46

With the critical chi-square value (5.99) less than the observed chi-square value
(85.27), and with the computed p value less than the significance level alpha = 0.05,
we reject H0 and accept Ha. This suggests that the SI values in three UCs have statistically significant performance difference from each other for at least one UC sample,
corresponding to a strong effect size (epsilon squared, e2 =.0.46). In order to determine which UC sample is significantly different, we performed pairwise comparison
using Pairwise Mann-Whitney U Test. The result of this post-hoc analysis test is as
follows:
Table 7. Pairwise Mann-Whitney U Test results
Pairwise Mann-Whitney
U Test
UC1.2
UC1.3

UC1.1
0.011
<0.0001

UC1.2
<0.0001

The above table lists p values as the result from the comparison among UCs. All the
computed p values for these comparisons are less than the significance level alpha =
0.05. This suggests that there is a statistically significant difference among UCs. More
specifically, UC1.2 is significantly different from UC1.1, and UC1.3 is significantly
different from both UC1.1 and UC1.2. This significant difference coincides with the
increased use of the Solution across these UCs.
In view of CC1’s MP use, informed by their approach to the MP and experience
with it so far, CC1 practitioners maintain that the MP was one of the contributors to
influence their software development, resulting in benefits like identification of blocking points and formalization of their quality requirements management process. Matu-
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ration effect could be one of the reasons why despite the medium Solution Use in both
UC1.2 and UC1.3, the difference in the process performance SI for the latter was
statistically significant from the other two UCs. CC1 finds that the MP gives the practitioners a ‘behind the scene’ of their development process, broadening their overall
perspective. As a result, CC1 views MP more as a decision-support tool, rather than a
control tool, which aligns well with the perspective they harbored for MPs in general
from the start of the Project.
4.2

CC2

The MP helped improve CC2’s code review process, by allowing mediumexperienced developers address merge requests, a task earlier reserved only for experienced developers. The MP also allowed the PO and Senior Managers (SMs) to identify that four days is the optimal reported effort spent on a task, which in turn improved their developers’ efficiency. CC2 was interested in POs and SMs making
quick team-oriented decisions without involving too many stakeholders like the CEO
or the company board. The MP made this possible, as now the CC2 practitioners had
the means to verify and validate PO and SM’s actions. The trust CC2 managed to
build for the MP is evident in its use in the weekly Scrum meetings, to learn to improve their way of working, motivate the team, and identify problems and find solutions for them.
Similar to the results from the pilot UC, CC2 reported an overall improvement
even for their UC2.1 process performance SI. The data corresponds to the MP use
throughout UC2.1, but we excluded the data for the ‘resolved issues throughput’ process metrics due to reliability concerns. The following table provides an overview of
the data we used to conduct the trend analysis, illustrated in Fig. 2:
Table 8. CC2 data context
Use Case
UC2.1

Data
Process performance SI

Period
Throughout UC2.1

Total Data
points
225

CC2 Champion demarcated the three Periods in the chart to highlight the exceptional
Period 2. Certain eventualities at the company impacted CC2’s software development
performance for a short period, which is reflected in the downward trend of Period 2.
Otherwise, the chart indicates an upward trend, suggesting improvement in UC2.1’s
process performance SI as the Solution use increased, relative to the use in the pilot
UC.
Process metrics from the MP made possible the important changes in CC2, like enabling a suitable team management culture. In addition to other in-house metrics CC2
developed, the process metrics from the MP facilitated PO’s understanding of the
process dynamics. Based on the MP, CC2’s decisions like increasing the number of
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developers to perform merge requests and improving effort estimation, reveals the
practitioners were relying completely and only on the MP for the above improvement
decisions. This claim is further supported by the improvement seen in UC2.1 SI, as
depicted0.9
in the upward trends in Period 1 and Period 3 in Fig. 2.
P r o c e s s P e r f o r m a n c e S I Va l u e s

0.8

PERIOD 1

PERIOD 2

PERIOD 3

0.7

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
Nov-18

Dec-18

Jan-19

Feb-19

Mar-19

Apr-19

May-19

Jun-19

Jul-19

Fig. 2. UC2.1 process performance SI trend

5

Discussion

Based on the two CCs’ reported MP use, their underlying rationales, and the alleged
role of the metrics in their decision-making, we argue that the CC practitioners used
the MP as either a trigger or the main driver for their software development. We discuss the results from these two perspectives and answer the RQ.
5.1

Metrics program as a trigger

Based on the reported MP use by CC1, informed by their experience and their general
approach to MPs, the practitioners viewed metrics as a trigger that directed them towards taking certain actions. CC1 practitioners believe a standalone MP is not enough
to influence actions and drive development. Other contributing factors play an equally
important role. They subscribe to the idea that MPs, and the underlying metrics, are
not ‘magic’ that can lay out clear and concise action to be taken [14]. The MP can
only guide them, provided its data are corroborated using different means like the
original data source or an authority at the organization. The need for corroboration is
an implicit requirement for evaluating MP data reliability [2]. Any meaningful improvements and development driven by MPs can only be a result of several other
factors working in harmony [27]. This principle is visible in CC1’s use of ‘critical
issues ratio’ metric and the ‘quality alert’ feature, as part of their new and formalized
quality requirement management process.
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CC1 is a large-size company, which may explain their reluctance at relying solely
on the MP for making development decisions. With respect to project characteristics,
it is difficult to draw any conclusion, as every single CC1 UCs involved development
of different versions of the same modeling tool. However, based on [7], we argue that
at least company size, if not project characteristics, moderated the MP’s potential to
influence software development at CC1. Furthermore, CC1’s perspective towards the
MP remained, largely, unchanged throughout the Project, which further dictated their
utilization of the MP as only a tool to inform their decision-making. Their original
perspective of the MP being only a decision-support tool is also in line with the claim
of CC1 using the MP only as a trigger.
5.2

Metrics program as a main driver

The retrospective sessions helped CC2 establish an organization-wide trust in the MP.
The resulting transparency compelled the PO and SM to use the MP for improving
‘merge requests’ and effort estimation processes, which led to positive outcomes.
Therefore, we argue that CC2 are proponents of using MP as a main driver in their
software development. This stance is predicated on conditions like adapting the MP to
their context, target user feedback, and transparency.
On the back of better visibility and overall transparency, CC2 now completely relies on the MP to carry out improvements. This is compatible with the findings in
[17], where specific interventions inferred from the flow3 metrics led to an increase in
productivity and process performance at SHS. Furthermore, CC2 also achieved the
goal of equipping its POs and SMs with the responsibility to take decisions independent of other stakeholders. The retrospective sessions were instrumental in convincing
the CC2 of the MP’s resourcefulness for achieving the said goal. With the MP now
adapted to CC2’s context, its practitioners are confident in using the MP as their main
driver towards everyday software development, and even undertaking decisions for
improvements. This clearly highlights a diametric shift in CC2’s earlier view of MP
being useful mainly as a monitoring tool.

6

Threats to validity

We report on the threats to our study’s validity based on the guidelines recommended
by Runeson and Höst [26].
The study is designed based on the MP and its constituents of process metrics, process factors, and SIs, which have been verified in theory and in practice in our previous studies [19, 20]. However, there is potential for misrepresentation of the results of
the quantitative analysis, which threatens the study’s construct validity. To mitigate
this threat, we discussed and verified these results with the CC practitioners, particu-

3 Workflow metrics such as Work in Progress, Cycle Time, and Throughput
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larly the Project/UC champion. Furthermore, we invited them to contribute to this
study, and validate the results and the claims derived from them.
Other confounding factors could have influenced our results, affecting the internal
validity of our claim regarding how each CC used the MP. For example, improvement
in UC1.3 SI values could be due to maturation effect. We have tried to mitigate this
threat by allowing the practitioners from the corresponding CC to validate these
claims by providing the underlying rationale. Furthermore, we excluded the data that
could interfere with the legitimacy of the results, and kept the CC practitioners in the
loop of every decision concerning data collection and processing.
The study involves only two software-intensive companies, each with their distinct
context, which affects the external validity of our study. However, we have provided
a detailed context for each CC, and used that to shape our discussion on their specific
MP use for software development and improvement decisions. Therefore, our findings may be applicable to organizations that are similar in context to any of the two
CCs. Moreover, rather than a rulebook, our study can serve as a starting point for
interested organizations. Additionally, our overarching goal is to trigger further investigations on the research topic and gaps we have attempted to address here.
Multiple researchers and practitioners have helped elaborate and validate the findings from the study. However, only one researcher was involved in metrics data collection, which may affect the reliability of our study.

7

Conclusion

The state of the art provides limited empirical evidence for metrics programs use in
ASD in industrial contexts, especially for decision-making. However, studies that
provide empirical evidence of metrics programs use in large industrial settings, supported by their usage rationale and consequent benefits, remains scarce. In the context
of the EU H2020 Q-Rapids Project, we have tried to address this research gap.
We collaborated with two software-intensive companies, and reported on their
metrics programs use for software development, including decisions made towards
process improvements. Analyzing process metrics data from the two case companies,
we reinforced the empirical evidence to support the rationale provided by the practitioners for their reported use of metrics programs for software development and decision-making. Company size and perspective towards MP’s potential for software
development are the two probable distinguishing criteria explaining their use at the
two case companies. For a large-size company with a cautionary perspective, a metrics program can only act as a trigger for software development and decision-making.
In contrast, for SMEs, it can act as the main driver, provided company-specific conditions like adapting to their context, target user feedback and transparency are met.
Future work could include evaluation of several use cases across multiple largesize companies and SMEs to improve generalizability of our findings.
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